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-AFFIDAVIT OF ANTON A. SINSIGALLI

CONCERNING TEXPIRG'S MOTION FOR

. SUMMARY DISPOSITION OF CONTENTION AC 50

.d

I, Anton A. Sinisgalli, being duly sworn state as follows:

i

I am a Site Analyst of the Siting Analysis Branch of the Division of Engineering

of the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission. A statement on my Professional

Qualifications is. attached..

.

I am responsible for those portions of the.following statement that pertain

to radiation effects on electronic systems.

I certify that those portions of the statement are true and correct to the best
,

of my knowledge and belief. 4
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/

/ b -- ( 4 ,w , a / f
Anton A. Sinisgal b /,

1

Subscribed and sworn to before me this _ O^ day of October, 1980.
i

My Commissior. Expires C M i / 9 f%
/ d

'

. %f M&J kvY
NotaryPubdcinjontgomeryCounty,

Maryland'
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AFFIDAVIT OF JACQUES READ

C0f!CERilING TEXPIRG'S MOTI0ft FOR

SUMMARY ".lCPOSITION OF C0fiTEt;T10.'; AC 50

1, Jacques Read, being duly sworn state as follows:

I am a member of the Accident Evaluation Branch of the Division of Systems

Integration of the United States Nuclear Regulatory Conmission. A statement

on my Professional Qualifications is attached.

I am responsible for those portions of the following statement that pertain

to the radiation levels resulting from a postulated severe reactor accident.

I certify that those portions of the statement are true and correct to the best

of my knowledge and belief. -

*

O
, . '\\ . ....,

Jacques B. J. Read,

Subscribed and sworn to before me this M^ day of October, 1980.

My Commission Expires b , ) /9 E P
/ 3 '

% )oA L v' N L.c N
Notary Public in'n

' /
flontgcmery County,

Maryland

|
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! AFFIDAVIT OF CHARLES FERRELL

CONCERNING TEXPIRG'S MOTION FOR;

:

SUMMARY DISPOSITION OF CONTENTION AC 50,

;

; I, Charles Ferrell,~being duly sworn state as follows:

|

] I am a Site Analyst of tne Siting Analysis Branch of the Division of Engineering
*' of the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission. A statement of my Professional

Qualifications is at+ ached.

I am responsible for those portions of the following statement that pertain to
'

radiation effects on electronic systenis.
,

I certify that'those portions of the statement are true and correct to the best

of my knowledge and belief.,

!

:

9%
'I Charles Ferrell

!
.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 2 '' day of October, 1980.

My Co: mission Expires O4 / , / 7 l' Ai

/ u
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%7 & 4ke %O
NotaryPublicinMontgomeryCounty,i

Maryland
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Affidavit of Jacques Read, Anton Sinisgalli, and Charles Ferrell

Concerning Texpirg's Mction for Sunmary Disposition

Dated August 6, 1980 (Texpirg AC 50)

We have evaluated Texpirg's statement of material facts on radiaticn

damage to electronic corponents and makes the following findings:

1. Radiation Levels Required to Produce Electronic Malfunction " Latching"

Electronic systems respond to radiation basically in two ways: (1) permanent

effects which are dependent upon total integrated dose degrading the electrical

characteristics of the individual electronic piece parts, and (2) transient

effects which are dependent upon the rate at which the radiation is

delivered manisfesting itself as a spurious or false electrical signal.

2
The text %adiation Ef fects on Electronic Systems" by Henning L. Olesen

indicates that a pulse of gamma or x-rays or charged particle radia-
5tion with a dose rate greater than 100,000 (10 ) rads /sec is required

to cause semiconductor devices to be affected. This reference also

provides in Table 6-1 a list of approximately 20 electronic components

with their radiation dose sensitivity. The minimum total dose which is

required to produce changes in the operation of these components is
6greater than 10 rads.

2. Radiation Levels During Normal Plant Operation

a. The natural background level (on the ground) in the vicinity

of the Big Rock Point reactor in Michigan (Cited by Texpirg in

R.E.~ Webb's text "The Accident Hazards of Nuclear Power Plants")
,

is approximately 89 mrem / year (10.3 x 10-6 r/hr) of which 36

mrem / year (4.1 x 10-6 r/hr) is due to cosmic radiation.

ITerm used by Texpirg.
2Plenum Press, New York, 1966
liatural radiation exposurc in the United States ORP/$1D 72-1 U.S. Environmental3

fPrem9mtion Agency. M
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b. An aerial survey by a low flying special radiation equipped

4

monitoring aircraft over the Big Rock Point nuclear reactor ini

1975 during normal plant operation indicated a maximum plume
,

-6
radiation level of 9 to 11 x 10 r/ hour,

Commercial aircraft are designed to operate safely at highc.a

altitudes in the range of 20,000 to 40,000 feet. The co:,mic

radiation levels at these altitudes are of the order of'

60 x 10 r/ hour to 600 x 10-6 r/hr respectively. A 10 hour~0

'

polar flight from California to Europe at high altitudes and

the higher cosmic ray intensities at high latitudes wouldI

result in a total dose of 5000 x 10-6 rads.6

i d. Hence, the normal radiation background levels encountered by an

I aircraft at altitudes of 20,000 feet and 40,000 feet are about

a factor of 3 times and 30 times, respectively, greater than
)

the radiation levels around a normally operating nuclear power
;

I plant. Also, the radiation field, even in the plume, of a
|
.

normally operating reactor is estimated to be about a factor of
r

1
10 times less than the dose rates considered to produce

electronic equipment malfunction.

r'

R_adiation Levels During Severe Reacter Accidents3.

The radiation dose rate received by an aircraft flying through a

release of fission products during or after an accident is almost

completely cetermined by the concentration of gaseous fission

products in the air surrounding the aircraft and by the transmission
,

,

An aerial radiological survey of the area surrounding the Big Rock Nuclear#

P1 ant - EGG-1183-1701.
lJtural backgrcu.i. rcdiation i- the Ur.itcc' States - NCRP " ert t o. 4ES

"atioN1 Council en T Wi-tica h etectina red "eet"rc- ~*..
. - . _ _ _ _ - . . - . .. - -
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of high energy gamma rays from the site of the release. This ionization

dose rate would be chiefly due to Compton scattered gamma rays rather than

direct transmission, and the exact dose received would be markedly

dependent upon the age of the fission products and the speed of the

aircraft through the plume.

Gaseous Fission Product Dose

An aircraft 1000 feet above ground may be envisioned as at the

center of a sphere whose surface just touches the ground. This
03

sphere would have a volume of 1.2 x 10 m . If the entire end-of-

life core inventory of gaseous fission products is assumed to be

dispersed unformly in this sphere, the dose rate to the exterior

of the aircraft would be 2500 Rad / hour (0.69 rad /sec). Of this

dose rate, 1700 Rad / hour (0.47 r/sec) would be due to 2.8 - hour

half-life 85 Kr, and an additional 650 rad / hour (0.180 r/sec) would

be due to even shorter-lived radioisotopes.
.

Ground Shine Dose ,

The dose transmission through 1000 feet of air is 3 x 10-10 and

1 x 10'11 Rads / curie-second for 1 meV and 0.1 MeV gamma ray sources,

respectively. The fractions of these transmissions due to Compton

scattering are 75% and 97%, respectively.

0If it is assumed that 10 curies of 1 MeV gamma ray emitters are

lying u'nshielded on the ground, an. aircraft flying 1000 feet above

them would receive a maximum dcse rate of 108 Rads / hour (0.03 r/sec).
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Effects of Accidents

The maximum hypothetical radiation dose rate (pulse) of an aircraft
|

entering the radioactive spherical cloud described above is 0.69i

)
; rads /sec. This is a factor of 140,000 below that dose rate which Olesen

indicates is required to cause a change in the operation of semi-

conductor devices. Furthermore, if it is assumed that the aircraft

flys directly through the center of the contaminated cloud at 300 moh

(4 0 f t/sec) it will take 4.5 seconds to travel through the contaminated

plume. During this time, the dose to the aircraft would be approximately
5

4.5 x 0.69 r/sec or 3.1 rads. This is a factor of 3.2 x 10 below the
;

total dose required to produce slightly affected operation in electronic

| components. Aircraft flying at higher altitudes would receive a far lesser
J dose from this hypothetical accident.

,

'

.

The dose evaluation of aircraft flying through a postulated large

release of activity was done only to scope the Texpirg contention.

Actually, even though the radiation environment is far below

that which would cause a response in aircraft electronics, aircraft

in the vicinity of the release of any radioactive or other potentially

hazardous situation would be warned by aircraft radio of the hazard and would

adjust their flight paths accordingly. A recent example was the
,

warning of aircraft to avoid volcanic dust and debris from Mt. St.

Helens..
, .

-

N

4. Summary

We have evaluated the Texpirg concern reaardina aircraft

electronic system malfunction due to nornal @ crations as well as a

hypoth:ticci cccidental relecse of airiorno radioactivity fron a pouer
2
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reactor into the environment and conclude that both the dose rate and

total dose are insufficient to cause an electronic malfunction.

On the basis of the foregoing, i2 conclude that Texpirg Additional Contention

50, which basically asserts that aircraft exposed to emissions from ACNGS

may suffer failure or degradation of guidance systems due to " latching" and,

consequently, crash near or at the site, is unsupported in fact and that no

genuine issue exists with respect to this contention.

.

e

|
I

.
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i CHARLES M. FERRELL
1

! PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS
,

SITING ANALYSIS BRANCH

DIVISION OF ENGINEERING

I am a site analyst in the Siting Analysis Branch, Division of Engineering,
; U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission. My present duties in this position include

the evaluation of site related environmental safety aspects of nuclear power'

generating facilities and design basis accident analysis. I graduated from
Salem College in West Virginia in 1950 with a B.S. decree in physics and a
teaching field in chemistry, biology, and mathematics. Upon graduation
I was drafted, and after completion of armored infantry training at For,t Knox,,

'

. Kentucky, was assigned as a military physicist to the Radiological Division
i of the U.S. Army Chemical Corps at Edgewood, Maryland. I spent approximately

two years in research involving nuclear weapon thermal radiation, nuclear .
radiation shielding studies and fallout analysis. I was released from active
duty and worked for two years as a civilian physicist in Aerosol Physics
(Aerobiology) Research at the U.S. Army Chemical Corps Biological Warfare
Laboratory at Fort Detrick, Frederick, Maryland. In 1954, I applied for and
was granted an AEC Fellowship in Radiological Physics at Vanderbilt University
and the Oak Ridge National Laboratory in Tennessee. An additional year of
graduate work.in physics as taken at West Virginia University. Night school

' classes in Nuclear Engineering from the University of Maryland plus short ;

summer courses from MIT in Air Pollution, Heat Transfer, and Nuclear Power
,

Reactor Safety constitute the remainder of my formal education. In April,

1974. I completed a two week course in Pressurized Water Reactor Systems at"

the Westinghouse Training Center in Ponroeville, Pennsylvania. I an.a charter1

member of the Health Physics Society.

I have been a member of the AEC's (now NRC's) Regulatory Staff.since 1956. Of,

these twenty-four-years, five years were spend in duties involving the safe
industrial and medical use of radioisotopes, in the evaluation of spent reactori

' fuel shipping casks and the promulgation of reactor fuel shipping regulations.
Eight years were served as the Technical Assistant to the Office of Hearing,

Examiners, U.S. Atomic Energy Commission in which I assisted in approximately
.

40 hearings on nuclear power reactors, fuel reprocessing plants, and in addition
contract appeals' hearings on nuclear submarine components and nuclear equipment.

In Janua'ry, 1969, I transferred to my present position. Since that time I have
served as the site analyst on forty two nuclear power plants, two U.S. Navyi

nuclear submarine reactors and a proposed nuclear powered crude oil tanker.
I served as one of the technical reviewers of Chapter 7, " Assessment of Reactor
Safeguards" in Applied Radiation Protection and Control by J. J. Fitzgerald,
published under the auspices of the Division of Technical Information United

iStates Atomic Energy Commission. I am one of the co-authors of the report

" Demographic Statistics Pertaining to Nuclear Power Reactor Sites" NUREG-0348,
' and "le report " Control of Heavy Loads at Nuclear Power Plants" NUREG-0612,

published by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

I have. testified inLlicensing hearings on six nuclear facilities. These include4

San Onofre 2/3, Beaver Valley Unit 1,'Hutchinson Island (now St. Lucie 1), Yellow
Creek 1 and 2, Duane Arnold Unit 1 and Trojan Unit 1.

;

..m- + .. m . _,. _-. _.,,__.wm3 -, yw
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STATEMEf;T OF PROFESSIO;AL QUALIFICATI0fiS,

A::TO:; A. SIlilSGALLI

SITIfiG Ai;ALYSIS BRAf;CH
DIVISIO!: 0F EfiGIf1EERIfiG

U.S. fiUCLEAR REGULATORY C0'0:ISSIOT4

As a member of the Siting Analysis Branch my duties include the identification

and evaluation of hazards to the safe operation of nuclear power plants due to

man-related accidents external to those plants. Prior to the creation of the

Siting Analysis Branch in 1980, I was a member of the Safeguards Licensing

Branch. Within that branch my duties included safeguards review of several

nuclear power plants, numerous non-power (research) reactors as well as the

development of safeguards criteria for irradiated fuels and special nuclear

materials. I have been the principal engineer in the Commissior: for review

of the reliability of the Clinch River Breeder reactor scram system.

I was born in flew York, fleu York, in 1933 and received a B. S. from Davis and

Elkins College in 1954 (general engineering), and an M. S. from West Virginia

University in 1955 (physics). My masters thesis was a study of inter-atemic

distances of pola, molecules using microwave spectrocopy.

From 1972 to 1974 Manager, Teledyne Brown Engineering Co's fluclear Effects

Branch. As principal nuclear consultant to the Department of the Army, Ballistic

Missile Defense System Command, Site Defense Project Office developed a fluclear

Program Management Plan, an Environmental Data Summary, and fluclear Survivability

Rationale for which a commendation letter was awarded. From 1971 to 1972 Sprint

11 fluclear Technology Senior Engineer with Martin Marietta Corp. From 1970 to

1971 self employed as a consulting engineer.

1
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From 1958-1970 various positions with the General Electric Company (G.E.)..

From 1968-1970 Systems Manager, Survivcbility Requirements, Space Division.

Responsible for the establishment of systems survivability requirements,

development and implementation of system survivability programs and customer

interfaces for the Space Division. Performed personal services contracts for

the Air Force Special Projects Office. Technical Area Monitor (chairman

1965-69) of the G. E. fluclear Effects Panel, an executive office staff function,

and a member of the U.S. Defense Atomic Support Agency's Satellite Protection

Advisory Group (1966-70). Consultant for environmental effects to the Manned

Orbital Laboratory Program. From 1964-1968, Manager, Radiation Effects, Space-

craft Department. Responsible for satellite survivability in hostile environments.

Directed the modification and updating of the Weapons Effect Data Tables portion

of the Uniform Vulnerability Classification System. Consultant for the 206

Project, program manager - 908 program and other related projects. The results

of these studies were presented to the Presidential Scientific Advisory Group,
DDR&E, etc. Developed the Space Divisions radiation laboratory, conducted

experiments on microelectronics, discrete electrical elements and advanced

re-entry materials. From 1960-1964 Manager, Physics, Radiation Effects Operation,

Electronics Lab. Responsible for studies relevant to energy production, transmission

and interaction from nuclear weapons; survivability / vulnerability analysis and
/

development of nuclear detection protection systems. Initiated several hardware

programs including Survivable Radio Guidance System, Flash Blindness Protection

Program and Field Yield Meter. Participated in ocean platform stabilization
-

|analyses, seismic signature studies and R-F coupling to the central nervous

system. From 1958-1960 Design Engineer and fluclear Weapons Physicist, Missile

Space Vehicle Department. Responsible for re-entry vehicle vulnerability /

hardening studies, design and development of arming and fusing systems.
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Conducted Transient Radiation Effects Studies on Electronic systems, results

were presented to DDR&E and the Presidential Scientific Advisory Board,

frcm 1957 to 1958, MSA Research Corp., Asst. V.P., Evaluation Engineering

responsible for the technical and economic evaluation of company sponsored

research and development. Developed and demonstrated a closed cycle ecological

system applicable to both space and oceanographic applications.

From 1955 to 1957, U.S. Air Force, Project Engr. & Acting Branch Chief, Nuclear

Propulsion Branch. Developed the first specimens of yttrium hydride and

uniform rods of zirconium hydride. Established a reactor materials evaluation

group. Appointed to the Aircraft Nuclear Propulsion Materials Panel.

I am a member of the American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) and Sigma

Xi. I am currently serving on the Publications Committee of ASTM, an advisory

committee to ASTM Board of Directors. In the past I have held membership in

the American Physics Society and the American Nuclear Society.

-

.
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STATEMEf4T OF PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS

-

JACQUES B. J. READ

Accident Evaluation Branch
Division of Systems Integration

U. S. tiuclear Regulatory Commission

As a meber of the Accident Evaluation Branch my duties include
the parformance of technical reviews, analyses, and evaluation of fission
product behavior and of chemical phenomena involved in the safety of
nuclear reactors. Prior to the creation of the Accident Evaluation Branch
in 1980, I was a member of the Accident Analysis Branch. Within that branch
my duties included the identification and evaluation of hazards to the safe
operation of nuclear power plants due to accidents external to those plants,
and aspects of other risk evaluations susceptable to stochastic methods. Risks
from such external hazards for which I have perfomed or participated in analyses
include munitions rail traffic near Braidwood, Illinois, tanker traffic near
Waterford, Mississippi and Salem, tiew Jersey, and military aviation near Seabrook,
Massachusetts, Boardman, Oregon, Douglas Point, Maryland and Palo Verde, Arizona.
I was responsible for assessing the risks to proposed nuclear power plants from
explosives, flammable gases, aircr'_ft, and other missile impacts. I have repre-
sented the Ituclear Regulatory Commission in discussions of flammable gas hazards
amongst member nations of the Organization of Economic Cooreration and Develop-
ment.

I was bcrn in Maywood, tiew Jersey, in 1935, and received an A.B. from
Princeton in 1957 (physical chemistry), an M.S. from Yale in 1958 (statistical
mechanics), and a Ph.D. from Yale in 1962 (chemistry and physics). I was employed
at Oak Ridge flational Laboratory during the summers of 1956 and 1957, and held
post-doctoral appointments at Columbia University and the tievis Synchrocyclotron
Laboratory between 1961 and early-1964. I taught several courses in chemistry
at Fairleigh Dickinson University, part-time during 1962 and 1963 and full-time
during 1964. From late-1964 to 1974, I was employed by the Lawrence Livermore
Laboratory, in the Radiochemistry Division prior to 1971 and in Special Projects
Division thereaf ter. From 1966 to 1974 I held an appointment as Lecturer in the
Department of Applied Science, Graduate School of Engineering, University of
California. During 1973 and 1974 I was on detached assignment to the U. S. Atomic
Energy Commission headquarters, under a contract between the Commission and the
Regents. I resigned from the Laboratory and the Department on November 4,1974,
to assume my present position.

My baccalaureate thesis was a study of high temperature electrochemistry.
At Yale, I studied optical rotation of polarized light by molecules. My eventual
doctoral thesis was a study of the mechanisms of the saclear reactions of heavy
ions, and my post-doctoral studies concerned proton-ir.cuted nuclear spallation
reactions, and the creation of computer programs to calculate the probabilities
of rare nuclear interactions. While at the University of California's Lawrence
Live mor'e Laboratory, I studied deuteron-induced nuclear reactions, and was
involved in research in nuclear fission and fusion devices. My duties included
supervision of radiochemical analysis and responsibility for the radiochemical
diagnostics of certain prototype weapons. I wrote the Monte Carlo code used to
reduce the data from the Gnome " neutron wheel" experiment, and performed the
search for neutron-rich silicon isotopes on the Hutch Event. I was, for several
years, a participant in the U. S. - U. K. Joint Working Group in Radiochemistry.
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I am a member of the American Chemical Society and Sigma Xi. I have
served on the Board of Abstractors, in French and English, of the American,

Chemical Society, and have in the past held memberships in the American Physical
Society and the American Association of University Professors. I have authored
or co-authored articles in Physical _ Review oad Journal of Inorganic and Nuclear
Chemistry, papers presented before the American Nuclear 50ciety, the American

. -

Chemical Society, and the International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry, and
numerous technical reports.
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